Directions to La Vida Charter School

La Vida Charter School is located on Ridgewood Ranch, 11785 Orchard Lane, Willits CA 95490

The Ranch is 7 miles south of the center of Willits and 16 miles north of the center of Ukiah.

Coming from both directions, the white cement highway dividers stop near the Ranch turn off. There are turn lanes for both northbound and south bound. Probably the first sign you notice is the “RV Park” sign. There are turn lanes for each direction. Turn there (right if southbound, and left if northbound)

You may see the La Vida Charter School sign above the addresses 16100- 16200. Also you will see the big covered Ridgewood Ranch sign.

3 Cattle Guards

Once you turn onto the ranch road (1st cattle guard), you will cross a total of 3 cattle guards before you reach us. All paved.

Drive Slowly 20 mph

When you see the sign "Ridgewood Ranch- Home of Seabiscuit-" there will be a right hand turn soon thereafter.

Turn Right, 2nd cattle guard. You will see our sign with the sun & heavens logo as you turn. steep & winding

At the bottom, 3rd cattle guard, straight past the stop sign a little ways. (FYI Seabiscuit’s red stable called the stud barn, is on the right)

Turn Right into the parking lot at the big tree. We are at the far end of the lot, you'll see our sun sign logo.